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Abstract
We perform the first iterative Monte Carlo (IMC) analysis of fragmentation functions constrained
by all available data from single-inclusive e+e− annihilation into pions and kaons. The IMC
method eliminates potential bias in traditional analyses based on single fits introduced by fixing
parameters not well contrained by the data and provides a statistically rigorous determination of
uncertainties. Our analysis reveals specific features of fragmentation functions using the new IMC
methodology and those obtained from previous analyses, especially for light quarks and for strange
quark fragmentation to kaons.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the generation of hadrons from quarks and gluons (partons) remains a
fundamental challenge for strong interaction physics. High-energy collisions of hadrons or
leptons offers the opportunity to study the formation of mesons and baryons from partons
produced in hard collisions [1, 2]. While the hard scattering process can be computed pertur-
batively from the underlying QCD theory, the hadronization of the quarks and gluons occurs
over long distances, and provides a unique window on nonperturbative QCD dynamics [3].
Within the collinear factorization framework [4], the formation of hadrons is characterized
by universal nonperturbative fragmentation functions (FFs), which in an infinite momentum
frame can be interpreted as probability distributions of specific hadrons h produced with
a fraction z of the scattered parton’s longitudinal momentum or energy. As in the case
of parton distribution functions (PDFs), which describe the quark and gluon momentum
distributions inside hadrons, the nonperturbative FFs are presently not calculable from first
principles, and must be determined phenomenologically from QCD-based analyses of high-
energy scattering data or from QCD-inspired nonperturbative models [5].
In addition to providing information on the fundamental hadronization process, FFs are
also indispensable tools for extracting information on the partonic structure of the nucleon
from certain high-energy processes, such as semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering (SIDIS)
of leptons from nucleons. Here, assuming factorization of the scattering and hadronization
subprocesses, the SIDIS cross section can be expressed in terms of products of PDFs and
FFs summed over individual flavors. The selection of specific hadrons in the final state, such
as pi± or K±, then allows separation of the momentum and spin PDFs for different flavors.
The need for well-constrained FFs, especially for kaon production, has recently been
highlighted [6–8] in global analyses of polarized SIDIS observables used to determine the
strange quark contribution ∆s to the spin of the nucleon. Inclusive deep-inelastic lepton–
nucleon scattering data alone are incapable of determining this without additional input from
theory, such as the assumption of SU(3) symmetry, or other observables. Kaon production in
polarized SIDIS in principle is such an observable, involving a new combination of polarized
u, d and s quark PDFs, which, when combined with the inclusive data, allow each of the
flavor distributions to be determined – providing the FFs are known.
As pointed out by Leader et al. [7], however, the variation between the strange-to-kaon
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FFs from different analyses is significant and can lead to qualitatively different conclusions
about the magnitude and even sign of the ∆s distribution. In particular, analysis [7, 9] of
the polarized SIDIS data using the DSS [10] parametrization of FFs, together with inclusive
DIS polarization asymmetries, suggests a positive ∆s at intermediate x values, x ∼ 0.1−0.2,
in contrast to the generally negative ∆s at all x obtained from inclusive DIS data alone,
assuming constraints on the weak baryon decays from SU(3) symmetry [11]. Employing
instead the HKNS [12] FF parametrization, in which the strange fragmentation to kaons is
several times smaller in some regions of z compared with that from the DSS [10] fit, yields
a negative ∆s consistent with the inclusive-only analyses [8]. It is crucial, therefore, to
understand the origin of the differences in the magnitudes and shapes of the strange, as well
as other, FFs found in the different analyses before one can draw reliable conclusions about
the strange quark content of the nucleon extracted from analyses including SIDIS data.
Differences between FFs can come from a variety of sources, including different data sets
used in the analyses (single-inclusive e+e− annihilation, SIDIS, inclusive hadron production
in pp collisions), the choice of parametrization for the FFs, assumptions about FFs that are
not well constrained by data, or even the presence of local minima in the fitting procedure.
Most of the analyses to date have been performed at next-to-leading order (NLO) accuracy
in the strong coupling constant [6–8, 10, 12–18], although more recent studies have explored
the effects of incorporating next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) corrections [19], as well
as other theoretical developments such as threshold resummation [20–22] and hadron mass
effects [22].
A common feature of all existing FF analyses is that they are obtained from single fits,
using either e+e− single-inclusive annihilation (SIA) data alone, or in combination with
unpolarized SIDIS and inclusive hadron production in pp collisions. In order to address
some of the questions raised by the recent ambiguities in the strange quark FFs and their
impact on the ∆s determination, in this paper we go beyond the standard fitting paradigm
by performing the first Monte Carlo (MC) analysis of FFs. In particular, we extend the
methodology of the iterative Monte Carlo (IMC) approach introduced in Ref. [11] for the
analysis of spin-dependent PDFs to the case of FFs.
The virtue of the IMC approach is that it allows for a full exploration of the parameter
space when sampling initial priors for any chosen parametric form for the fitting function. It
thereby eliminates any bias introduced by fine-tuning or fixing specific parameters that are
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not well contrained by the data, a practice often employed to control single fits. Furthermore,
the conventional polynomial-type parametrization choice can have multiple solutions that
lead to various local minima in the χ2 landscape, whereas the IMC technique statistically
surveys all possible solutions, thereby avoiding the fit being stuck in false minima.
A further important advantage of the IMC technology is in the extraction of uncertainties
on the FFs. In standard analyses the theoretical errors are typically determined using the
Hessian [12] or Lagrange multiplier methods [10], in which a tolerance parameter ∆χ2 is
introduced to satisfy a specific confidence level (CL) of a χ2 probability density function with
N degrees of freedom. In the IMC framework, the need for tolerance criteria is eliminated
entirely and the uncertainties are extracted through a robust statistical analysis of the Monte
Carlo results.
As a first IMC analysis of FFs, we confine ourselves to the case of charged pion and
kaon production in e+e− SIA, using all available pi± and K± cross section data from DESY
[23–26], SLAC [27–31], CERN [32–36], and KEK [37], as well as more recent, high-precision
results from the Belle [38, 39] and BaBar [40] Collaborations at KEK and SLAC, respec-
tively. Although SIA data in principle only constrain the sum of the quark and antiquark
distributions, we also make use of flavor-tagged data [33] which allow separation of hadron
production from heavy and light quarks. In addition, the availability of data over a range of
kinematics, from relatively low center-of-mass energies Q ≈ 10 GeV up to the Z-boson pole,
Q ≈ 91 GeV, allows for the separation of the up- and down-type FFs due to differences
in the quark–boson couplings in the γ and Z channels [18]. To ensure proper treatment
of data at z ∼ 1, we systematically apply correct binning by integrating over each z bins,
rather than taking bin averages as in previous analyses. We also studied the z cuts on the
data in different channels that need to be applied at low z values, below which the collinear
framework breaks down and our analysis is not expected to be reliable.
Note that our aim here is not so much the definitive determination of FFs, which would
require inclusion of all possible processes that have sensitivity to FFs, but rather to explore
the application of the IMC methodology for FFs to determine the maximal information that
can be extracted from the basic e+e− SIA process alone. The lessons learned here will be
used in subsequent analyses of the entire global set of SIA and other high-energy scattering
data to provide a more definitive determination of the individual FFs.
We begin in Sec. II by reviewing the formalism for the e+e− annihilation into hadrons,
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including a summary of the SIA cross sections at NLO and Q2 evolution of the fragmentation
functions. To improve the computational efficiency we perform the numerical calculations
in moment space, recontructing the momentum dependence of the fragmentation functions
using inverse Mellin transforms. The methodology underpinning our global analysis is pre-
sented in Sec. III, where we describe the parametrizations employed and the treatment of
uncertainties. This section also outlines the essential features of the IMC method used to
perform the fits to the data, highlighting several improvements in the methodology compared
to that introduced originally in the global analysis of the JAM spin-dependent PDFs [11].
The experimental data sets analyzed in this study are summarized in Sec. IV, and the results
of our analysis presented in Sec. V. We compare the fitted cross sections with all available
e+e− data, for both inclusive and flavor-tagged cross sections, finding good overall χ2 values
for both pion and kaon production. We illustrate the convergence of the iterative procedure
for the favored and unfavored FFs, the latter being partially constrained by the flavor-tagged
data. The shapes and magnitudes of the FFs from our IMC analysis are compared and con-
trasted with those from previous global fits, highlighting important differences in the light
quark sector and for quark fragmentation to kaons. Finally, in Sec. VI we summarize our
findings and preview future extensions of the present analysis.
II. FORMALISM
A. Cross section and fragmentation functions
The e+e− → hX cross section is typically measured as a function of the variable
z = 2ph · q/Q2, where ph is the momentum of the detected hadron h and q is the momentum
of the exchanged photon or Z-boson with invariant mass Q =
√
Q2. In the e+e− center-of-
mass frame, z = 2Eh/Q can be interpreted as the momentum fraction of the parent quark
carried by the produced hadron. For a given hadron h the experimental z distribution is
usually given as
F h(z,Q2) =
1
σtot
dσh
dz
(z,Q2), (1)
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which we shall refer to as the empirical fragmentation function for a given hadron of type
h. In Eq. (1) the total inclusive e+e− cross section σtot can be calculated at NLO as
σtot(Q
2) =
∑
q
4piα2
Q2
e˜2q
(
1 + 4as(µ
2
R)
)
+O(a2s), (2)
where α = e2/4pi is the electromagnetic fine structure constant and as(µR) ≡ αs(µR)/4pi,
with the strong coupling constant αs evaluated at the ultraviolet renormalization scale µR.
The index q runs over the active quark flavors allowed by the hard scale Q, and we introduce
the shorthand notation for the charges
e˜q = e
2
q + 2eq g
q
V g
e
V ρ1(Q
2) +
(
ge 2A + g
e 2
V
) (
gq 2A + g
q 2
V
)
ρ2(Q
2). (3)
Here the quark vector and axial vector couplings are given by gqV =
1
2
− 4
3
sin2 θW and g
q
A = +
1
2
for the q = u, c flavors, while for the q = d, s, b flavors these are gqV = −12 + 23 sin2 θW and
gqA = −12 . Similarly, the electron vector and axial vector couplings are given by geV =
−1
2
+ 2 sin2 θW and g
e
A = −12 , respectively. Because the weak mixing angle sin2 θW is ≈ 1/4,
the contribution from the vector electron coupling is strongly suppressed relative to the
axial vector coupling. The terms with ρ1 and ρ2 arise from γZ interference and Z processes,
respectively, and are given by
ρ1(Q
2) =
1
4 sin2 θW cos2 θW
Q2(M2Z −Q2)
(M2Z −Q2)2 +M2ZΓ2Z
, (4a)
ρ2(Q
2) =
1(
4 sin2 θW cos2 θW
)2 Q4(M2Z −Q2)2 +M2ZΓ2Z , (4b)
where MZ and ΓZ are the mass and width of the Z boson, respectively.
Within the collinear factorization framework, the empirical fragmentation function
F h(z,Q2) can be approximately calculated in terms of quark fragmentation functions into
hadrons,
F h(z,Q2) ≈ F hcoll(z,Q2) =
∑
i
[
Hi ⊗Dhi
]
(z,Q2, µ2R, µ
2
FF) +O(a2s), (5)
where “⊗” refers to the standard convolution integral [H ⊗D](z) = ∫ 1
z
(dzˆ/zˆ)H(zˆ)D(z/zˆ),
and the sum runs over all parton flavors i = q, q¯, g. Here Hi is the short-distance hard cross
section calculable in fixed-order perturbative QCD, and Dhi is the partonic fragmentation
function. As discussed below, the quark contributions Hq depend on the charges e˜
2
q, while
the gluon contribution is independent of the charges.
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At NLO in the MS scheme (which we use throughout in this analysis), the hard cross
section can be written
Hi(zˆ, Q
2, µ2R, µ
2
FF) = H
(0)
i (zˆ, Q
2, µ2R, µ
2
FF) + as(µR)H
(1)
i (zˆ, Q
2, µ2R, µ
2
FF) +O(a2s), (6)
where zˆ is the partonic energy fraction carried by the outgoing hadron. As in Eq. (2), µR is
the renormalization scale stemming from regularization of the ultraviolet divergences in the
virtual graphs that contribute to H
(1)
i , while µFF is a factorization scale associated with the
FF Dhi . Note that the dependence of the convolution integral in Eq. (5) on the scales µR
and µFF is a remnant of the fixed-order perturbative QCD approximation to Fcoll, which will
be cancelled by inclusion of higher order terms in the perturbative series. At leading order
in as, the 2→ 2 phase space is such that zˆ = z, so that H(0)i is proportional to δ(zˆ − z). At
higher orders, additional QCD radiation effects open up the phase space for the outgoing
fragmenting parton such that zˆ varies between z and 1.
The partonic FF Dhi can be interpreted as the number density to find a hadron of type h
in the jet originating from the parton i with momentum fraction zˆ [41]. As for PDFs, FFs
are sensitive to ultraviolet divergences, and after renormalization they acquire dependence
on the scale µFF. (The subscript “FF” denotes the final state factorization scale, in contrast
to the initial state factorization scale in PDFs.) In practice, to optimize the perturbative
expansion of the hard cross section, we set µR = µFF = Q. However, for completeness we
leave the dependence of µR and µFF in Eq. (5) and below explicit. In general, variation
of the scales around Q allows one to assess the uncertainty in the perturbative expansion.
For instance, in Ref. [19] a significant reduction of the scale dependence was found with the
inclusion of the NNLO corrections.
B. Scale dependence
In perturbative QCD the scale dependence of the FFs is described by the evolution
equations,
dDhi (zˆ, µ
2
FF)
d ln(µ2FF)
=
[
Pij ⊗Dhj
]
(zˆ, µ2FF), (7)
where Pij are the timelike i → j splitting functions. Since the FFs cannot be calculated
from first principles, the zˆ dependence is fitted to the data at some input scale µ2FF = Q
2
0.
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The latter is chosen at the lowest possible value where a perturbative QCD description can
be applied in order to minimize errors induced by backward evolution from the truncation
of the perturbative series.
The simplest approach to solving the evolution equations (7) is to use one of several
numerical approximation techniques to solve the integro-differential equations directly in
zˆ space [42]. Alternatively, as discussed in Ref. [11], it can be more efficient to solve the
equations in Mellin moment space, where the N -th Mellin moment of a function f(z) is
defined as
f(N) =
∫ 1
0
dz zN−1 f(z), (8)
and similarly for all other moments of functions denoted in boldface. In this framework the
convolution integrals in Eqs. (6) and (7) can be rendered as ordinary products of the Mellin
moments,
F hcoll(N,Q
2) =
∑
i
Hi(N,Q
2, µ2R, µ
2
FF)D
h
i (N,Q
2, µ2R, µ
2
FF) +O(a2s), (9)
and
dDhi (N,µ
2
FF)
d ln(µ2FF)
= Pij(N,µ
2
R, µ
2
FF)D
h
j (N,Q
2, µ2R, µ
2
FF). (10)
The evolution equations for Dhi can be solved using the methods described in Ref. [43], and
the hadronic fragmentation function in z-space can be obtained using the inverse Mellin
transform,
F hcoll(z,Q
2) =
1
2pii
∫
C
dN z−N F hcoll(N,Q
2). (11)
The main advantage of the Mellin techniques is the improvement in speed in the evaluation
of the observables and evolution equations. Another advantage is that the experimental
cross sections are typically presented as averaged values over bins of z. Such averaging,
between zmin and zmax, can be simply done analytically,
〈
F hcoll(z,Q
2)
〉
z bin
=
1
(zmax − zmin)
1
2pii
∫
C
dN
(
z1−Nmax − z1−Nmin
)
1−N F
h
coll(N,Q
2), (12)
without deteriorating the numerical performance. In contrast, such advantage does not exist
if one evaluates F hcoll(z,Q
2) and solves the DGLAP evolution equations directly in z space
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[44]. In practice, at small z the bins sizes are quite small and taking the central z values
might be appropriate. However, at large z the bin sizes increase and, depending on the
precision of the measured cross sections, the averaging step becomes important.
For clarity, we express the Mellin moments of the hard factor in Eq. (9) in terms of
unnormalized hard factors H˜i,
Hq(N,Q
2, µ2R, µ
2
FF) =
e˜2q∑
q′ e˜
2
q′
H˜q(N,Q
2, µ2R, µ
2
FF)
(1 + 4as(µ2R))
, (13a)
Hg(N,Q
2, µ2R, µ
2
FF) =
H˜g(N,Q
2, µ2R, µ
2
FF)
(1 + 4as(µ2R))
, (13b)
where the charge factors for the gluon moments cancel. The perturbative expansion of H˜i
is then given by
H˜q(N,Q
2, µ2R, µ
2
FF) = 1 + as(µ
2
R) H˜
(1)
q (N,Q
2, µ2R, µ
2
FF) +O(a2s), (14a)
H˜g(N,Q
2, µ2R, µ
2
FF) = as(µ
2
R) H˜
(1)
g (N,Q
2, µ2R, µ
2
FF) +O(a2s), (14b)
where the gluon contribution begins at NLO. Physically, this corresponds to gluon frag-
mentation into hadrons from real QCD radiation that occurs at NLO. For completeness, in
Appendix A we list the formulas for H˜
(1)
q,g at NLO.
To solve the evolution equations in Eq. (9), we follow the conventions of Ref. [43], which
we briefly summarize here. For convenience we work in a flavor singlet and nonsinglet basis,
in which we define the flavor combinations
Dh±3 = D
h
u± −Dhd± , (15a)
Dh±8 = D
h
u± +D
h
d± − 2Dhs± , (15b)
Dh±15 = D
h
u± +D
h
d± +D
h
s± − 3Dhc± , (15c)
Dh±24 = D
h
u± +D
h
d± +D
h
s± +D
h
c± − 4Dhb± , (15d)
Dh±35 = D
h
u± +D
h
d± +D
h
s± +D
h
c± +D
h
b± − 5Dht± , (15e)
Dh± = D
h
u± +D
h
d± +D
h
s± +D
h
c± +D
h
b± +D
h
t± , (15f)
where Dhq± are the Mellin moments of the charge conjugation-even and -odd FFs
Dhq±(z,Q
2) = Dhq (z,Q
2) ± Dhq¯ (z,Q2). Depending on the number of active flavors nf , one
needs to consider only the equations up to D±
n2f−1
, otherwise the system becomes degenerate.
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The evolution equations in this basis can be expressed as
∂Dh±j
∂ lnµ2FF
= P±NSD
h
±j, (16a)
∂Dh−
∂ lnµ2FF
= P−NSD
h
− (16b)
∂
∂ lnµ2FF
Dh+
Dhg
 =
Pqq Pqg
Pgq Pgg
Dh+
Dhg
 , (16c)
with the splitting functions in Mellin space Pij listed in Appendix B. An important ob-
servation here is that all the “+” FFs maximally couple to the gluon FFs, while the “−”
functions decouple completely. In particular, if one consider observables that depend only
on “+” combinations, then the “−” components can be ignored.
In our analysis we use an independent implementation of the evolution equations in Mellin
space as described in Ref. [43], finding excellent agreement with existing evolution codes.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Input scale parametrization
In choosing a functional form for the FFs, it is important to note that the SIA observables
are sensitive only to the charge conjugation-even quark distributions Dhq+(z,Q
2) and the
gluon FF Dhg (z,Q
2). These couple maximally in the Q2 evolution equations, while the
charge conjugation-odd combinations Dhq−(z,Q
2) decouple entirely from both Dhq+(z,Q
2) and
Dhg (z,Q
2). In our analysis we therefore seek only to extract the Dhq+ and gluon distributions,
and do not attempt to separate quark and antiquark FFs. This would require additional
data, such as from semi-inclusive deep-inelastic hadron production, which can provide a
filter on the quark and antiquark flavors.
As a reference point, we consider a “template” function of the form
T(z;a) = M
zα(1− z)β∫ 1
0
dz z1+α(1− z)β , (17)
where a = {M,α, β} is the vector of shape parameters to be fitted. The denominator is
chosen so that the coefficient M corresponds to the average momentum fraction z.
Using charge conjugation symmetry, one can relate
Dh
+
q+ = D
h−
q+ , D
h+
g = D
h−
g , (18)
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for all partons. For pions we further use isospin symmetry to set the u+ and d+ functions
equal, while keeping the remaining FFs independent. Since the u+ and d+ distributions
must reflect both the “valence” and “sea” content of the pi+, we allow two independent
shapes for these, while a single template function should be sufficient for the heavier flavors
and the gluon,
Dpi
+
u+ = D
pi+
d+ = T(z;a
pi
ud) + T(z;a
′pi
ud), (19a)
Dpi
+
s+, c+, b+, g = T(z;a
pi
s, c, b, g). (19b)
The additional template shape for the u+ or d+ increases the flexibility of the parametrization
in order to accomodate the distinction between favored (“valence”) and unfavored (“sea”)
distributions, having different sets of shape parameters apiud and a
′pi
ud.
For the kaon the s+ and u+ FFs are parametrized independently because of the mass
difference between the strange and up quarks. Since these contain both valence and sea
structures, to improve the flexibility of the parametrization we use two template shapes
here, and one shape for each of the other distributions,
DK
+
s+ = T(z;a
K
s ) + T(z;a
′K
s ), (20a)
DK
+
u+ = T(z;a
K
u ) + T(z;a
′K
u ), (20b)
DK
+
d+, c+, b+, g = T(z;a
K
d, c, b, g). (20c)
The total number of free parameters for the kaon FFs is 24, while for the pions the number
of parameters is 18.
For the heavy quarks c and b we use the zero-mass variable flavor scheme and activate the
heavy quark distributions at their mass thresholds, mc = 1.43 GeV and mb = 4.3 GeV. For
the Q2 evolution we use the “truncated” solution in Ref. [43], which is more consistent with
fixed-order calculations. Finally, the strong coupling is evaluated by solving numerically the
β-function at two loops and using the boundary condition at the Z pole, αs(mZ) = 0.118.
B. Iterative Monte Carlo fitting
In all previous global analyses of FFs, only single χ2 fits have been performed. In this
case it is common to fix by hand certain shape parameters that are difficult to constrain
by data in order to obtain a reasonable fit. However, since some of the parameters and
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distributions are strongly correlated, this can bias the results of the analysis. In addition,
there is no way to determine a priori whether a single χ2 fit will become stuck in any one
of many local minima. The issues of multiple solutions can be efficiently avoided through
MC sampling of the parameter space, which allows exploration of all possible solutions.
Since this study is the first MC-based analysis of FFs, we briefly review the IMC procedure,
previously introduced in the JAM15 analysis of polarized PDFs [11], and highlight several
important new features.
In the IMC methodology, for a given observable O the expectation value and variance
are defined by
E[O] =
∫
dmaP(a|data)O(a), (21)
V[O] =
∫
dmaP(a|data) (O (a)− E[O])2 , (22)
respectively, where a is the m-component vector representing the shape parameters of the
FFs. The multivariate probability density P(a|data) for the parameters a conditioned by
the evidence (e.g., the data) can be written as
P(a|data) ∝ L(data|a)× pi(a), (23)
where pi(a) is the prior and L(data|a) is the likelihood. In our analysis pi(a) is initially set
to be a flat distribution. For L(data|a) we assume a Gaussian likelihood,
L(data|a) ∝ exp
(
−1
2
χ2(a)
)
, (24)
with the χ2 function defined as
χ2(a) =
∑
e
∑
i
(
D(e)i N (e)i − T (e)i
α
(e)
i N
(e)
i
)2
+
∑
k
(
r
(e)
k
)2 . (25)
Here D(e)i and T (e)i represent the data and theory points, respectively, and α(e)i are the
uncorrelated systematic and statistical experimental uncertainties added in quadrature. The
normalization uncertainties are accounted for through the factor N
(e)
i , defined as
N
(e)
i = 1−
∑
k
r
(e)
k β
(e)
k,i
D(e)i
. (26)
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Here β
(e)
k,i is the k-th source of point-to-point correlated systematic uncertainties in the i-th
bin, and r
(e)
k the related weight, treated as a free parameter. In order to fit the r
(e)
k values,
a penalty must be added to the definition of the χ2, as in the second term of Eq. (25).
Clearly the evaluation of the multidimensional integrations in Eqs. (21) and (22) is not
practical, especially when O is a continuous function such as in the case of FFs. Instead
one can construct an MC representation of P(a|data) such that the expectation value and
variance can be evaluated as
E[O] = 1
n
n∑
k=1
O(ak), (27)
V[O] = 1
n
n∑
k=1
(O(ak)− E[O])2, (28)
where the parameters {ak} are distributed according to P(a|data), and n is the number of
points sampled from the distribution P(a|data).
Our approach to constructing the Monte Carlo ensemble {ak} is schematically illustrated
in Fig. 1. The steps in the IMC procedure can be summarized in the following workflow:
1. Generation of the priors
The priors are the initial parameters that are used as guess parameters for a given
least-squares fit. The resulting parameters from the fits are called posteriors. During
the initial iteration, a set of priors is generated using a flat sampling in the parameter
space. The sampling region is selected for the shape parameters α > −1.9 and β > 0,
so that the first moments of all FFs are finite. The boundary for β restricts the
distributions to be strictly zero in the z → 1 limit. The upper boundaries for α and
β are selected to cover typical ranges observed in previous analysis [10, 12, 16]. Note,
however, that the posteriors can be distributed outside of the initial sampling region,
if this is preferred by the data.
For each subsequent iteration, the priors are generated from a multivariate Gaussian
sampling using the covariance matrix and the central parameters from the priors of
the previous iteration. The central parameters are chosen to be the median of the
priors, which is found to give better convergence compared with using the mean. This
sampling procedure further develops the JAM15 methodology [11], where the priors
were randomly selected from the previous iteration posteriors. This allows one to
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construct priors that are distributed more uniformly in parameter space as opposed
to priors that are clustered in particular regions of parameter space. The latter can
potentially bias the results if the number of priors is too small.
2. Generation of pseudodata sets
Data resampling is performed by generating pseudodata sets using Gaussian smear-
ing with the mean and uncertainties of the original experimental data values. Each
pseudodata point D˜i is computed as
D˜i = Di +Ri αi, (29)
where for each experiment Di and αi are as in Eq. (25), and Ri is a randomly gener-
ated number from a normal distribution of unit width. A different pseudodata set is
generated for each fit in any given iteration in the IMC procedure.
3. Partition of pseudodata sets for cross-validation
To account for possible over-fitting, the cross-validation method is incorporated. Each
experimental pseudodata set is randomly divided 50%/50% into “training” and “val-
idation” sets. However, data from any experiment with fewer than 10 points are not
partitioned and are entirely included in the training set.
4. χ2 minimization and posterior selection
The χ2 minimization procedure is performed with the training pseudodata set using
the Levemberg-Marquardt lmdiff algorithm [45]. For every shift in the parameters
during the minimization procedure, the χ2 values for both training and validation
are computed and stored along with their respective parameter values, until the best
fit for the training set is found. For each pseudodata set, the parameter vector that
minimizes the χ2 of the validation is then selected as a posterior.
5. Convergence criterion
The iterative approach of the IMC is similar to the strategy adopted in the MC VEGAS
integration [46]. There, one constructs iteratively a grid over the parameter space such
that most of the sampling is confined to regions where the integrand contributes the
most, a procedure known as importance sampling. Once the grid is prepared, a large
amount of samples is generated until statistical convergence of the integral is achieved.
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In Ref. [11] the convergence of the MC ensemble {ak} was estimated using the χ2
distribution. While such an estimate can give some insight about the convergence of
the posteriors, it is somewhat indirect as it does not involve the parameters explicitly.
In the present analysis, we instead estimate the convergence of the eigenvalues of the
covariance matrix computed from the posterior distributions. To do this we construct
a measure given by
V =
∏
i
√
Wi, (30)
where Wi are the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix. The quantity V can be inter-
preted in terms of the hypervolume in the parameter space that encloses the posteriors,
and is analogous to the ensemble of the most populated grid cells in a given iteration
of the VEGAS algorithm [46]. The IMC procedure is then iterated starting from step
1, until the volume remains unchanged.
6. Generation of the Monte Carlo FF ensemble
When the posteriors volume has reached convergence, a large number of fits is per-
formed until the mean and expectation values of the FFs converge. The goodness-of-fit
is then evaluated by calculating the overall single χ2 values per experiment according
to
χ2(e) =
∑
i
(
D(e)i − E[T (e)i ]/E[N (e)i ]
α
(e)
i
)2
, (31)
which allows a direct comparison with the original unmodified data.
Finally, note that while the FF parametrization adopted here is not intrinsically more flexible
than in other global analyses, the MC representation is significantly more versatile and
adaptable in describing the FFs. Indeed, the resulting averaged central value of the FFs as
a function of z is a linear combination of many functional shapes, effectively increasing the
flexibility of the parametrization.
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IV. DATA SETS
In the current analysis we use all available data sets from the single-inclusive annihilation
process e+e− → hX, for h = pi± and K± mesons. Table I summarizes the various SIA
experiments, including the type of observable measured (inclusive or tagged), center-of-mass
energy Q, number of data points, and the χ2 values and fitted normalization factors for each
data set. Specifically, we include data from experiments at DESY (from the TASSO [23–25]
and ARGUS [26] Collaborations), SLAC (TPC [27–29], HRS [30], SLD [31] and BaBar [40]
Collaborations), CERN (OPAL [32, 33], ALEPH [34] and DELPHI [35, 36] Collaborations)
and KEK (TOPAZ [37] and Belle [38, 39] Collaborations). Approximately half of the 459
pi± data points and 391 K± data points are near the Z-boson pole, Q ≈MZ , while the most
recent, high-precision Belle and BaBar data from the B-factories are at Q ' 10.5 GeV.
The latter measurements in particular provide a more comprehensive coverage of the large-z
region, and reveal clearer scaling violation effects compared with the previous higher-energy
measurements.
In the TPC, OPAL, DELPHI and SLD experiments, light-quark and heavy-quark events
were separated by considering the properties of final-state hadrons. In the SLD experiment,
for example, events from the primary c and b quarks were selected by tracks near the
primary interaction point. For each secondary vertex, the total transverse momentum and
invariant mass were obtained, after which the data were separated into c- and b-tagged events
depending on the masses and transverse momenta. Some events without the secondary
vertex were considered as light-quark (u, d, s)-tagged if a track did not exist with an impact
parameter exceeding a certain cutoff value. Other tagged data sets used different techniques
for selecting the quark-tagged events. In the OPAL experiment, separated probabilities
for u, d and s quark fragmentation were also provided, which in practice provide valuable
constraints on the flavor dependence in the light-quark FFs.
For the Belle measurements [38], the data are provided in the form dσh/dz, and care
must be taken when converting this to the hadronic FF in Eq. (1). The fragmentation
energy scale Q/2 is reduced by initial-state (ISR) or final-state (FSR) photon radiation
effects, so that the measured yield involves a variation of this scale. In practice, the energy
scales in the measured events are kept within 0.5% of the nominal Q/2 value, and an MC
simulation is performed to estimate the fraction of events with ISR or FSR photon energies
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TABLE I: Single-inclusive e+e− annihilation experiments used in this analysis, inluding the type
of observable (inclusive or tagged), center-of-mass energy Q, number of data points Ndat, average
fitted correlated normalization (when different from “1”), and χ2 values for pion and kaon produc-
tion. Note that the normalization factors for the TASSO data, indicated by (∗) in the table, are
in the range 0.976 – 1.184 for pions and 0.891 – 1.033 for kaons. For the BaBar pion data [40]
the “prompt” data set is used in the fit discussed in this paper, with normalization and χ2 values
obtained using the “conventional” data set in parentheses.
experiment ref. observable Q pions kaons
(GeV) Ndat norm. χ
2 Ndat norm. χ
2
ARGUS [26] inclusive 9.98 35 1.024(1.058) 51.1(55.8) 15 1.007 8.5
Belle [38, 39] inclusive 10.52 78 0.900(0.919) 37.6(21.7) 78 0.988 10.9
BaBaR [40] inclusive 10.54 39 0.993(0.948) 31.6(70.7) 30 0.992 4.9
TASSO [23–25] inclusive 12-44 29 (∗) 37.0(38.8) 18 (∗) 14.3
TPC [27–29] inclusive 29.00 18 1 36.3(57.8) 16 1 47.8
uds tag 29.00 6 1 3.7( 4.6)
b tag 29.00 6 1 8.7( 8.6)
c tag 29.00 6 1 3.3( 3.0)
HRS [30] inclusive 29.00 2 1 4.2( 6.2) 3 1 0.3
TOPAZ [37] inclusive 58.00 4 1 4.8( 6.3) 3 1 0.9
OPAL [32, 33] inclusive 91.20 22 1 33.3(37.2) 10 1 6.3
u tag 91.20 5 1.203(1.203) 6.6( 8.1) 5 1.185 2.1
d tag 91.20 5 1.204(1.203) 6.1( 7.6) 5 1.075 0.6
s tag 91.20 5 1.126(1.200) 14.4(11.0) 5 1.173 1.5
c tag 91.20 5 1.174(1.323) 10.7( 6.1) 5 1.169 13.2
b tag 91.20 5 1.218(1.209) 34.2(36.6) 4 1.177 10.9
ALEPH [34] inclusive 91.20 22 0.987(0.989) 15.6(20.4) 18 1.008 6.1
DELPHI [35, 36] inclusive 91.20 17 1 21.0(20.2) 27 1 3.9
uds tag 91.20 17 1 13.3(13.4) 17 1 22.5
b tag 91.20 17 1 41.9(42.9) 17 1 9.1
SLD [31] inclusive 91.28 29 1.002(1.004) 27.3(36.3) 29 0.994 14.3
uds tag 91.28 29 1.003(1.004) 51.7(55.6) 29 0.994 42.6
c tag 91.28 29 0.998(1.001) 30.2(40.4) 29 1.000 31.7
b tag 91.28 29 1.005(1.005) 74.6(61.9) 28 0.992 134.1
TOTAL: 459 599.3(671.2) 391 395.0
χ2/Ndat =1.31(1.46) χ
2/Ndat =1.01
< 0.5%×Q/2. For each bin the measured yields are reduced by these fractions to exclude
events with large ISR or FSR contributions. To convert the dσh/dz data with the ISR/FSR
cut to the total hadronic FF in Eq. (1) one therefore needs to correct the theoretical total
cross section σtot by multiplying it by the ISR/FSR correction factor, which is estimated to
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be 0.64616(3) [38, 39].
For the BaBar experiment [40], two data sets were provided, for “prompt” events, which
contain primary hadrons or decay products of lifetimes shorter than 10−11 s, and “conven-
tional” events, which include decays of lifetimes (1−3)×10−11 s. For pions the conventional
cross sections are ∼ 5%− 15% larger than the prompt cross sections, while for kaons these
are almost indistinguishable. The prompt data are numerically close to the LEP and SLD
measurements after taking into account Q2 evolution, although the conventional ones are
technically closer to most previous measurements which included all decays. In our analysis,
we consider both data sets, and assess their impact on the fits phenomenologically.
Finally, our theoretical formalism is based on the fixed-order perturbation theory, and
does not account for resummations of soft-gluon logarithms or effects beyond the collinear
factorization which may be important at small values of z. To avoid inconsistencies between
the theoretical formalism and the data, cuts are applied to exclude the small-z region from
the analysis. In practice, we use a cut z > 0.1 for data at energies below the Z-boson
mass and z > 0.05 for the data at Q ≈ MZ . For kaon data, below z ≈ 0.2 hadron mass
corrections are believed to play a more prominent role [22]. Since these are not considered
in this analysis, we apply the cut z > 0.2 for the low-Q kaon data sets from ARGUS and
BaBar.
V. ANALYSIS RESULTS
In this section we present the main results of our IMC analysis. We first establish the
stability of the IMC procedure by examining specific convergence criteria, and then illustrate
the results for the fragmentation functions through comparisons with data and previous anal-
yses. Programs for generating the FFs obtained in this analysis, which we dub “JAM16FF”,
can be downloaded from Ref. [47].
A. IMC convergence
We examine two types of convergence tests of the IMC procedure, namely, the iterative
convergence of the priors (the “grid”), and the convergence of the final posterior distribu-
tions. As discussed in Section III B, the convergence of the priors can be tested by observing
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the variation of the volume V with the number of iterations, as shown in Fig. 2. For each
iteration 200 fits are performed. During the initial ∼ 10 iterations, the volume changes some
9 orders of magnitude, indicating a very rapid variation of the prior distribution. After ∼ 30
iterations, the volume becomes relatively stable, with statistical fluctuations around 2 orders
magnitude due to finite statistics. The stability of the prior volume indicates that the region
of interest in the parameter space has been isolated by the IMC procedure.
Having obtained an optimal MC priors sample, a final iteration is performed with 104
fits. In Fig. 3 we illustrate the statistical properties of the final posterior distribution by
showing averaged ratios of FFs with smaller samples (100, 200, 500 and 1000) relative to the
total 104 samples (the averaged error bands are displayed only for the 200 and 104 samples).
Using 200 posterior samples, one obtains uncertainty bands that are comparable with those
with 104 samples. For the central values most of the FFs with 200 samples agree well with
the 104 samples. Some exceptions are the Dpis+ , D
pi
g , D
K
d+ and D
K
g FFs; however, here the
differences are in regions where the FFs are poorly determined and the relative error bands
are large. For practical applications these effects will be irrelevant, and using a sample of
200 posteriors will be sufficient to give an accurate representation of FFs. Unless otherwise
stated the results presented in the following use 200 fits from the final sample.
B. SIA cross sections
In Fig. 4 the normalized yields of the final posteriors versus χ2 per datum for the training
and validation sets are presented using the full sample of 104 fits. In the ideal Gaussian limit,
the distributions are expected to peak around 2 [11]. In practice, inconsistencies between
data sets shift the peak of the distribution to larger χ2/Ndat values. This is evident for the
pion production case in Fig. 4, where the χ2/Ndat distribution peaks around 2.5. In contrast,
for kaon production the distribution peaks around 2.1. We stress, however, that even if the
peak occurs at 2, it does not imply consistency among the data sets (or data vs. theory),
since the larger experimental uncertainties in the kaon data sets compared with the pion
can induce such behavior.
The ratios of experimental SIA cross sections to the fitted values are shown in Figs. 5
and 6 for pions and kaons, respectively. For the pion production data, at the lower energies
Q . 30 GeV there is good overall agreement between the fitted cross sections and the data,
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with the exception of a few sets (TPC, HRS and TOPAZ) that differ by ∼ 5− 10%, within
relatively large errors. Interestingly, the older ARGUS data [26] are consistent with the
recent high-precision measurements from Belle [38, 39] and BaBar [40]. We find, however,
that the Belle pion data require an ≈ 10% normalization, which may be related to the overall
normalization correction from initial state radiation effects [39] or other corrections. This
should not, however, affect the z dependence of the extracted FFs.
A relatively good description is also obtained of the data at higher energies, Q = MZ ,
which generally have smaller uncertainties, although some discrepancies appear at higher
z values. In particular, an inconsistency is apparent between the shapes of the DELPHI
[35, 36] and SLD [31] spectra at z & 0.4 for both inclusive and uds-tagged data, with the
DELPHI data lying systematically above the fitted results and SLD data lying below. For
the heavy quark tagged results the agreement with DELPHI and SLD data is generally
better, with only some deviations at the highest z values where the errors are largest. The
OPAL tagged data [32, 33] are the only ones that separate the individual light quark flavors
u, d and s from the heavy flavors. The latter have rather large χ2 values for both pion
and kaon data sets, particularly the b–tagged sample of the pion case. While the unfavored
d–tagged kaon sample is well described in the fit, the unfavored s–tagged pion data appear
less consistent with the theory. In all cases the OPAL tagged data require a normalization
of ≈ 20%. Note that the observable for the OPAL data is the z-integrated cross section
from zmin to 1.
The total χ2/Ndat for the resulting fit to all pion data sets is ≈ 1.31. Using the con-
ventional BaBar pion data set instead of the prompt gives a slightly worse overall fit, with
χ2/Ndat = 1.46, with the difference coming mostly from the BaBar and TPC inclusive data
sets. The Belle data, on the other hand, are better fitted when the conventional BaBar data
set is used. Since the conventional BaBar data lie ∼ 10% higher than the prompt, which
themselves lie slightly below the Belle data, the Belle cross sections require a normalization
shift that is closer to that needed for the conventional BaBar data.
For the kaon cross sections, the overall agreement between theory and experiment is
slightly better than for pions, mostly because of the relatively larger uncertainties on the
K data. At low energies, as was the case for pions, the TPC data [27–29] lie ≈ 10% below
the global fit. Interestingly, though, the Belle kaon data [38, 39] do not require as large a
normalization shift as was needed for the Belle pion data in Fig. 5. At energies near the
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Z-boson pole, Q = MZ , the deviations at large z between the theoretical and experimental
cross sections are not as prominent as for pions, with only the SLD heavy quark tagged data
[31] exhibiting any significant disagreement. The OPAL flavor-tagged data [32, 33] generally
prefer an ≈ 10− 15% normalization for all quark flavors. The DELPHI inclusive and light
quark tagged data [35, 36], which do not include an overall normalization parameter, appear
to systematically lie ≈ 10% below the fitted results across most of the z range. Fits to
other high energy data sets generally give good agreement, and the χ2/Ndat value for the
combined kaon fit is found to be 1.01.
C. Fragmentation functions
The fragmentation functions resulting from our IMC analysis are shown in Fig. 7 at the
input scale, which is taken to be Q2 = 1 GeV2 for the u, d, s and g flavors and at the mass
thresholds Q2 = m2q for the heavy c and b quarks. The curve bundles represent random
samples of 100 posteriors from the full set of fitted results, with the central values and
variance bands computed from Eqs. (21) and (22) using the 200 posteriors selected for the
final JAM16FF results [47]. Generally the pion FFs have a larger magnitude than the kaon
FFs, with the exception of the strange quark, where the s+ to kaon distribution DK
+
s+ is
larger than that for the pion, Dpi
+
s+ , over most of the z range. As expected, the u
+ and d+
FFs to pi+, which correspond to sums of favored and unfavored distributions and reflect the
valence structure of the pion, are dominant at intermediate and large values of z, z & 0.2.
In the limit of exact isospin symmetry (neglecting mass differences between u and d quarks),
these are in fact identical, Dpi
+
u+ = D
pi+
d+ . The s
+ to pion distribution, in contrast, is smaller in
magnitude, with a peak value at x ∼ 0.3−0.4 that is less than ≈ 1/2 that for the nonstrange
quarks. Since this distribution is entirely unfavored, and constrained mostly by the scant
flavor-tagged data, it has somewhat larger uncertainties compared with the nonstrange FFs.
Note that our analysis uses two shapes for the favored Dpi
+
u+ = D
pi+
d+ FFs, but one shape for
all other pion distributions, Eqs. (19).
For the heavy quark FFs to pions, the characteristic differences between the s+, c+
and b+ distributions generally reflect the different masses of the quarks, with larger mass
corresponding to softer distributions. The c+ and b+ FFs, in particular, are large at low z
values, z . 0.1, and comparable to the light-quark FFs evolved to the same scale. (Note
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that the heavy quark distributions exist only above the mass threshold, Q > mq.) The
gluon FF Dpi
+
g is less singular, but is strongly peaked at z ≈ 0.25 at the input scale. Its
uncertainties are also larger than those for the favored distributions, as their effects on the
SIA cross sections are of higher order in αs.
For the fragmentation to kaons, one of the most conspicuous differences with pions is the
large magnitude of the strange FF DK
+
s+ at intermediate and high values of z, where it is
comparable to the u+ and d+ FFs to pions. Reflecting the valence quark structure of K±,
the DK
+
u+ FF is also similar in size, but because of the mass difference between the strange
and nonstrange light quarks there is no reason for the favored u+ and s+ fragmentation to
kaons to be equal. In fact, we find DK
+
s+ & DK
+
u+ at high values of z. Unlike for pions, the
d+ fragmentation to kaons is unfavored, DK
+
d+  DK
+
u+ , with relatively large uncertainties,
peaking at z ∼ 0.1 and playing a role similar to that of s+ fragmentation to pi+. The heavy
quark FFs to kaons are also sizeable compared with the light quark functions, but peak at
slightly larger z values than the corresponding pion FFs. The gluon FF to kaons, DK
+
g ,
peaks at rather high z values, z ≈ 0.85, at the input scale, consistent with the findings of
some earlier analyses [12], and is very small in magnitude.
The unusual shapes of some of the FFs, such as the gluon to pi+ and K+ or the unfavored
light quark FFs, lead to the natural question of whether these are robust distributions or
possibly artifacts of the fitting procedure. We can address this by observing snapshots in the
IMC chain, as illustrated in Fig. 8, where the FFs from selected iteration steps are plotted
at the input scale as a function of z. The first and last rows in Fig. 8 show the initial
and final steps in the IMC procedure, respectively. In addition to the posterior shapes and
uncertainties, we display in each row the prior distributions as individual curves. After
performing the initial iteration, the large spread in the prior FFs due to the flat sampling
of the parameter space is reduced significantly, especially for distributions that are more
strongly constrained by the SIA data. For the FFs that are less directly constrained by
the data, more iterations are needed before convergence is reached, as illustrated by the s+
to pi+ distribution, for example. We find that after ≈ 30 iterations all of the distributions
become stable, which is consistent with the convergence of the volumes observed in Fig. 2.
Although the peaks in some of the FFs, such as Dpi
+,K+
g and D
pi+
s+ , are prominent at the
input scale, after Q2 evolution these become largely washed out. This is illustrated in Fig. 9,
where the FFs are evolved to a common scale for all FFs that are above the quark threshold,
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namely at Q2 = 1, 10 and 100 GeV2 and at the Z-boson pole, Q2 = M2Z . Recall that the
lowest Q2 in any of the data sets is ≈ 100 GeV2, so the shapes at Q2 = 1 and 10 GeV2 are
not directly compared with experimental data and are shown for illustration only.
Compared with parametrizations from other global FF analyses, our fitted FFs are quali-
tatively similar for the most part, but reveal important differences for specific distributions,
as Fig. 10 illustrates. For pions, our u+ and d+ distributions are close to the HKNS [12]
and DSS [10] results at large z, but are ∼ 20%− 30% larger in magnitude at low z values,
z . 0.3. The strange quark to pion FF peaks at somewhat larger z than the nonstrange,
with a magnitude similar to that in previous fits. The peak in the gluon FF at z ≈ 0.25
coincides with that in the HKNS and DSS gluon FFs, but our distribution is rather more
narrow with a smaller large-z tail.
The comparison between the various parametrizations for the kaon FFs is quite instruc-
tive, especially for the light quark flavors and the gluon. The favored DK
+
u+ and D
K+
s+ FFs in
our fit turn out to be of comparable magnitude, with the u+ closer to the HKNS results and
s+ closer to DSS. In particular, for the u quark to kaon FF our result is ≈ 30%−50% larger
than HKNS, but some 2–3 times greater than DSS over the range 0.2 . z . 0.9. On the
other hand, the strange to kaon FF lies between the HKNS and DSS results at intermediate
z values, but coincides with the DSS at z & 0.5. Interestingly, we do not observe the large
excess of s to K fragmentation over u to K found in the DSS analysis, which has important
phenomenological consequences for the extraction of the polarized strange quark PDF from
semi-inclusive DIS data [7, 8].
Recall that in our analysis we use two shapes for the favored DK
+
u+ and D
K+
s+ FFs,
Eqs. (20), and one shape for all other kaon distributions. In contrast, previous analyses
[10, 12] parametrized the u+ and (the unfavored) u¯ functions separately, assuming that at
the input scale DK
+
u¯ = D
K+
d = D
K+
d¯
. In contrast, with the IMC procedure in the present
analysis we do not impose any relation between the u¯ and d¯ FFs, parametrizing only the q+
distributions as constrained by data.
For the gluon to kaon FF we find a similarly hard distribution as in earlier analyses,
peaking at rather large z values, z ∼ 0.8 at the input scale. The harder shape of DK+g
compared with Dpi
+
g can be understood in terms of the higher energy needed for a gluon to
split to an ss¯ pair than to a uu¯ or dd¯ pair in the pion case [12].
Despite the striking shape of the gluon FF at the input scale, it is almost entirely washed
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out after Q2 evolution to the Z-boson scale, as Fig. 11 illustrates. Here the FFs D(z) (rather
than zD(z)) are compared for the HKNS [12], DSS [10] and the AKK [16] parametrizations.
Viewed on a logarithmic scale, the qualitative features of the shapes of FFs are similar across
all the parametrizations, especially the HKNS, DSS and the present fit. The AKK results
generally lie above the other parametrizations in the low-z region, while more variation is
observed at higher z values.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have performed the first Monte Carlo based QCD analysis for parton to hadron
fragmentation functions within collinear factorization, using all existing single-inlusive e+e−
annihilation data into pions and kaons. In particular, we include the recent high-precision
SIA data from the Belle [38, 39] and BaBar [40] Collaborations, which significantly extend
the kinematical coverage to large values of z.
Our analysis is based on the iterative Monte Carlo approach, first adopted in the recent
QCD analysis of polarized PDFs [11], which provides a robust determination of expectation
values and uncertainties for the FFs. We further extended this methodology by sampling
new priors from previous iterations using a multivariate Gaussian distribution, implementing
a new strategy for assessing the convergence of the IMC chain by considering the covari-
ance matrix of the posterior distributions. This allowed us to sample fairly the parameter
eigenspace after each iteration instead of the posteriors, which can exhibit several distinct
solutions. We find that an accurate representation of the FFs can be attained with a sample
of 200 fits.
We obtained a relatively good overall description of the pion and kaon SIA data at
both low and high center-of-mass energies, despite some tensions between the high-energy
DELPHI and SLD pion data sets in the large-z region. For the kaon data a very good
χ2/Ndat ∼ 1 was achieved, partly because of larger experimental uncertainties and also less
evident tensions between data sets.
The shapes of the pion FFs are qualitatively similar to those found in previous analyses,
with the exception of the unfavored Dpi
+
s+ and the D
pi+
g distributions. The latter is more
strongly peaked around the maximum at small z values than either the HKNS or DSS
results, while the former has a somewhat harder z distribution. The kaon FFs, on the other
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hand, show greater deviation from the earlier results. Here, the favored DK
+
s+ function is
similar in magnitude to that from the DSS parametrization [10] for 0.5 . z . 1, but displays
important differences at z . 0.5 that stem from the greater flexibility of the parametrization
used in our analysis. We also find a larger magnitude of the DK
+
u+ FF at moderate to low z
values compared with the DSS fit in particular. In contrast, the gluon to kaon distribution,
which peaks at very large z values, z ∼ 0.85, but with a very small magnitude, is consistent
with the DSS result. The disparity between the fitted Dpi
+
g and D
K+
g functions is particularly
striking. At energies on the order of the Z-boson mass, the evolved distributions are much
more similar to those of the previous analyses, with the exception of the Dpi
+
g and D
pi+
s+ FFs.
The partial separation of the FFs for the various quark flavors has been possible because
of the existence of the tagged flavor data and the Q2 dependence of SIA cross sections, from
low Q ∼ 10 GeV up to the Z-boson mass, selecting differently weighted combinations of
FFs in the γ and Z-exchange cross sections. To further decompose the quark and antiquark
FFs, and better constrain the gluon fragmentation, additional information will be needed
from SIDIS and meson production in pp collisions. More immediately, it will be particularly
interesting to examine the effect of the strange to kaon fragmentation on the extraction of
the polarized strange quark PDF ∆s from SIDIS data. A combined analysis of polarized
DIS and SIDIS data and SIA cross sections is currently in progress [48].
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Appendix A: Hard scattering coefficients
For completeness, in this appendix we give the hard coefficient functions in Mellin moment
space at NLO. For the quark case, the NLO coefficient is [13, 49]
H˜(1)q (N,Q
2, µ2R = Q
2, µ2FF) = 2CF
[
5S2(N) + S
2
1(N) + S1(N)
(
3
2
− 1
N(N + 1)
)
− 2
N2
+
3
(N + 1)2
− 3
2
1
(N + 1)
− 9
2
+
1
N
+
(
1
N(N + 1)
− 2S1(N) + 3
2
)
ln
Q2
µ2FF
]
, (A1)
while for the gluon one has
H˜(1)g (N,Q
2, µ2R = Q
2, µ2FF) = 4CF
[
− S1(N) N
2 +N + 2
(N − 1)N(N + 1) −
4
(N − 1)2 +
4
N2
− 3
(N + 1)2
+
4
(N − 1)N +
N2 +N + 2
N(N2 − 1) ln
Q2
µ2FF
]
, (A2)
where CF = 4/3. Here the harmonic sums S1(N) and S2(N) can be written in terms of the
Euler-Mascheroni constant γE, the polygamma function ψN , and the Riemann zeta function
ζ, analytically continued to complex values of N [49],
S1(N) =
N∑
j=1
1
j
−→ γE + ψ(0)N+1, (A3)
S2(N) =
N∑
j=1
1
j2
−→ ζ(2)− ψ(1)N+1, (A4)
where the m-th derivative of the polygamma function ψ
(m)
N is given by
ψ
(m)
N =
dmψN
dNm
=
dm+1 ln Γ(N)
dNm+1
. (A5)
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Appendix B: Timelike splitting functions
The N -th moments of the splitting functions in the timelike region, up to O(a3s) correc-
tions, can be written for the general case when µR 6= µFF as [43]
Pij(N,µ
2
R, µ
2
FF) = as(µ
2
R)P
(0)
ij (N) + a
2
s(µ
2
R)
(
P
(1)
ij (N)− β0P (0)NS (N) ln
µ2FF
µ2R
)
, (B1)
where β0 = 11− 2nf/3. At leading order the timelike splitting function moments are given
by the well-known expressions [50, 51]
P
(0)
NS± = P
(0)
qq = −CF
[
4S1(N)− 3− 2
N(N + 1)
]
, (B2a)
P (0)qg = 4nfCF
N2 +N + 2
N(N − 1)(N + 1) , (B2b)
P (0)gq =
N2 +N + 2
N(N + 1)(N + 2)
, (B2c)
P (0)gg = −CA
[
4S1(N)− 11
3
− 4
N(N − 1) −
4
(N + 1)(N + 2)
]
− 2nf
3
, (B2d)
where CA = 3. Note that our notation for the off-diagonal timelike splitting functions P
(0)
qg
and P
(0)
gq is opposite to that in Ref. [52].
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At NLO accuracy, the timelike splitting function moments are given by [50, 52, 53]
P
(1)
NS± = −C2F
[
8S1(N)
(2N + 1)
N2(N + 1)2
+ 8
(
2S1(N)− 1
N(N + 1)
)(
S2(N)− S ′2±(N2 )
)
+12S2(N) + 32S˜±(N)− 4S ′3±(N2 )−
3
2
− 4(3N
3 +N2 − 1)
N3(N + 1)3
∓ 8(2N
2 + 2N + 1)
N3(N + 1)3
]
− CACF
[
268
9
S1(N)− 4
(
2S1(N)− 1
N(N + 1)
)(
2S2(N)− S ′2±(N2 )
)− 44
3
S2(N)− 17
6
−16S˜±(N) + 2S ′3±(N2 )−
2
9
(151N4 + 236N3 + 88N2 + 3N + 18)
N3(N + 1)3
± 4(2N
2 + 2N + 1)
N3(N + 1)3
]
− 1
2
nfCF
[
−80
9
S1(N) +
16
3
S2(N) +
2
3
+
8
9
(11N2 + 5N − 3)
(N2(N + 1)2)
]
+ ∆
(1)
NS, (B3a)
P (1)qq = P
(1)
NS+ + nfCF
[
(5N5 + 32N4 + 49N3 + 38N2 + 28N + 8)
(N − 1)N3(N + 1)3(N + 2)2
]
+ ∆(1)qq , (B3b)
P (1)gg = −
1
2
nfCA
[
−80
9
S1(N) +
16
3
+
8
9
(38N4 + 76N3 + 94N2 + 56N + 12)
(N − 1)N2(N + 1)2(N + 2)
]
− 1
2
nfCF
[
4 + 8
(2N6 + 4N5 +N4 − 10N3 − 5N2 − 4N − 4)
(N − 1)N3(N + 1)3(N + 2)
]
− C2A
[
268
9
S1(N) + 32S1(N)
(2N5 + 5N4 + 8N3 + 7N2 − 2N − 2)
(N − 1)2N2(N + 1)2(N + 2)2 −
32
3
+16S ′2+(
N
2
)
(N2 +N + 1)
(N − 1)N(N + 1)(N + 2) − 8S1(N)S
′
2+(
N
2
) + 16S˜+(N)− 2S ′3+(N2 )
−2
9
(457N9 + 2742N8 + 6040N7 + 6098N6 + 1567N5 − 2344N4 − 1632N3)
(N − 1)2N3(N + 1)3(N + 2)3
−2
9
(560N2 + 1488N + 576)
(N − 1)2N3(N + 1)3(N + 2)3
]
+ ∆(1)gg , (B3c)
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P (1)qg = 2nfC
2
F
[(
S21(N)− 3S2(N)−
2pi2
3
)
(N2 +N + 2)
(N − 1)N(N + 1)
+2S1(N)
(
4
(N − 1)2 −
2
(N − 1)N −
4
N2
+
3
(N + 1)2
− 1
(N + 1)
)
− 8
(N − 1)2N
+
8
(N − 1)N2 +
2
N3
+
8
N2
− 1
2N
+
1
(N + 1)3
− 5
2(N + 1)2
+
9
2(N + 1)
]
+ 2nfCFCA
[(
−S21(N) + 5S2(N)−G(1)(N) +
pi2
6
)
(N2 +N + 2)
(N − 1)N(N + 1)
+2S1(N)
(
− 2
(N − 1)2 +
2
(N − 1)N +
2
N2
− 2
(N + 1)2
+
1
N + 1
)
− 8
(N − 1)3 +
6
(N − 1)2 +
17
9(N − 1) +
4
(N − 1)2N −
12
(N − 1)N2 −
8
N2
+
5
N
− 2
N2(N + 1)
− 2
(N + 1)3
− 7
(N + 1)2
− 1
N + 1
− 8
3(N + 2)2
+
44
9(N + 2)
]
,
(B3d)
P (1)gq =
1
3
nf
[
S1(N + 1)
(N2 +N + 2)
N(N + 1)(N + 2)
+
1
N2
− 5
3N
− 1
N(N + 1)
− 2
(N + 1)2
+
4
3(N + 1)
+
4
(N + 2)2
− 4
3(N + 2)
]
+
1
4
CF
[(
− 2S21(N + 1) + 2S1(N + 1) + 10S2(N + 1)
) (N2 +N + 2)
N(N + 1)(N + 2)
+4S1(N + 1)
(
− 1
N2
+
1
N
+
1
N(N + 1)
+
2
(N + 1)2
− 4
(N + 2)2
)
− 2
N3
+
5
N2
− 12
N
+
4
N2(N + 1)
− 12
N(N + 1)2
− 6
N(N + 1)
+
4
(N + 1)3
− 4
(N + 1)2
+
23
N + 1
− 20
N + 2
]
+
1
4
CA
[(
2S21(N + 1)−
10
3
S1(N + 1)− 6S2(N + 1) + 2G(1)(N + 1)− pi2
)
× (N
2 +N + 2)
N(N + 1)(N + 2)
−4S1(N + 1)
(
− 2
N2
+
1
N
+
1
N(N + 1)
+
4
(N + 1)2
− 6
(N + 2)2
)
− 40
9(N − 1) +
4
N3
+
8
3N2
+
26
9N
− 8
N2(N + 1)2
+
22
3N(N + 1)
+
16
(N + 1)3
+
68
3(N + 1)2
− 190
9(N + 1)
+
8
(N + 1)2(N + 2)
− 4
(N + 2)2
+
356
9(N + 2)
]
, (B3e)
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where the terms
∆
(1)
NS = C
2
F
[
−4S1(N) + 3 + 2
N(N + 1)
] [
2S2(N)− pi
2
3
− 2N + 1
N2(N + 1)2
]
, (B4a)
∆(1)qq =
1
2
nfCF
[
−80
9
1
N − 1 +
8
N3
+
12
N2
− 12
N
+
8
(N + 1)3
+
28
(N + 1)2
− 4
N + 1
+
32
3
1
(N + 2)2
+
224
9
1
N + 2
]
, (B4b)
∆(1)gg =
1
2
nfCF
[
−16
3
1
(N − 1)2 +
80
9
1
N − 1 +
8
N3
− 16
N2
+
12
N
+
8
(N + 1)3
− 24
(N + 1)2
+
4
N + 1
− 16
3
1
(N + 2)2
− 224
9
1
N + 2
]
− 4
3
nfCA
[
S2(N)− 1
(N − 1)2 +
1
N2
− 1
(N + 1)2
+
1
(N + 2)2
− pi
2
6
]
+ C2A
[
−8S1(N)S2(N) + 8S1(N)
(
1
(N − 1)2 −
1
N2
+
1
(N + 1)2
− 1
(N + 2)2
+
pi2
6
)
+
(
8S2(N)− 4pi
2
3
)(
1
N − 1 −
1
N
+
1
N + 1
− 1
N + 2
+
11
12
)
− 8
(N − 1)3 +
22
3
1
(N − 1)2 −
8
(N − 1)2N −
8
(N − 1)N2 −
8
N3
− 14
3
1
N2
− 8
(N + 1)3
+
14
3
1
(N + 1)2
− 8
(N + 1)2(N + 2)
− 8
(N + 1)(N + 2)2
− 8
(N + 2)3
− 22
3
1
(N + 2)2
]
(B4c)
are present specifically for the timelike functions [52]. In Eqs. (B3) the sum
S ′m±(
N
2
) = 2m−1
N∑
j=1
1 + (−1)j
jm
(B5a)
has the analytic continuation
S ′m+(
N
2
) −→ Sm(N2 ), (B5b)
S ′m−(
N
2
) −→ Sm(N−12 ), (B5c)
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with
S3(N) =
N∑
j=1
1
j3
−→ ζ(3) + ψ(2)N+1, (B6)
S˜±(N) = −5
8
ζ(3)±
[
S1(N)
N2
− ζ(2)
2
(
ψ
(0)
(N+1)/2 − ψ(0)N/2
)
+ Li(N)
]
, (B7)
G(1)(N) = ψ
(1)
(N+1)/2 − ψ(1)N/2. (B8)
The last term in Eq. (B8) involves an integral over the dilogarithm function,
Li(N) ≡
∫ 1
0
dx xN−1
Li2(x)
1 + x
, (B9a)
and can be approximated using the expansion [49]
Li(N) ≈ 1.01
N + 1
− 0.846
N + 2
+
1.155
N + 3
− 1.074
N + 4
+
0.55
N + 5
. (B9b)
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FIG. 1: Workflow of the iterative Monte Carlo fitting strategy. In the upper diagram (red lines)
an iteration begins at the prior sampler and a given number of fits are performed generating an
ensemble of posteriors. After the initial iteration, with a flat sampler, the generated posteriors are
used to construct a multivariate Gaussian sampler for the next iteration. The lower diagram (with
blue lines) summarizes the workflow that transforms a given prior into a final posterior.
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FIG. 2: Normalized IMC volume versus number of iterations for pions (red lines) and kaons (blue
lines). The approximate convergence of the volumes are indicated by the colored regions.
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FIG. 3: Fragmentation functions computed from 100 (pink), 200 (black), 500 (green), 103 (yellow)
and 104 (red for pions, blue for kaons) fits, normalized to the latter. The uncertainties for the 200
(black shaded) and 104 results are indicated by the bands.
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FIG. 5: Ratio of experimental single-inclusive e+e− cross sections to the fitted values versus z (or
zmin for OPAL data [32, 33]) for pion production. The experimental uncertainties are indicated by
the black points, with the fitted uncertainties denoted by the red bands. For the BaBar data [40]
the prompt data set is used.
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FIG. 6: As in Fig. 5, but for kaon production.
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FIG. 7: Fragmentation functions for u+, d+, s+, c+, b+ and g into pi+ (red bands) and K+ (blue
bands) mesons as a function of z at the input scale (Q2 = 1 GeV2 for light quark flavors and gluon,
Q2 = m2q for the heavy quarks q = c and b). A random sample of 100 posteriors (yellow curves for
pi+, green for K+) is shown together with the mean and variance (red and blue bands).
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FIG. 8: Iterative convergence of the pi+ (red bands) and K+ (blue bands) fragmentation functions
for the u+, d+, s+, c+, b+ and g flavors (in individual columns) at the input scale. The first row
shows the initial flat priors (single yellow curves for pi+ and green curves for K+) and their corre-
sponding posteriors (error bands). The second and third row are selected intermediate snapshots
of the IMC chain, and the last row shows the priors and posteriors of the final IMC iteration.
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FIG. 9: Evolution of the u+, d+, s+, c+, b+ and g fragmentation functions to pi+ (red curves)
and K+ (blue curves) with the scale, from the input scale Q2 = 1 GeV2 (solid) to Q2 = 10 GeV2
(dot-dashed), Q2 = 100 GeV2 (dashed) and Q2 = M2Z (dotted).
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FIG. 10: Comparison of the JAM fragmentation functions (solid curves) for pi+ (red curves) andK+
(blue curves) with the HKNS [12] (dashed curves) and DSS [10] (dotted curves) parametrizations
at the input scale Q2 = 1 GeV2 for the light quark and gluon distributions, and Q2 = 10 and
20 GeV2 for the c+ and b+ flavors, respectively.
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FIG. 11: Comparison of the JAM fragmentation functions (solid curves) for pi+ (red curves) and
K+ (blue curves) with the HKNS [12] (dashed curves), DSS [10] (dotted curves) and AKK [16]
(dot-dashed curves) evolved to a common scale Q2 = M2Z . Note that the fragmentation functions
D(z) are shown rather than zD(z).
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